β2M shuttle hypothesis in the dialysis related amyloidosis (DRA)
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β2-microglobulin(β2m) is the precursor protein of the dialysis related amyloidosis (DRA) in long term hemodialysis patients.

As well approved in current experimental studies over 20years or more, the intermediate molecules, i.e., the conformational variants of globular native protein, had been confirmed in the transitional process of the in vitro amyloidogenesis [1]. The presence of this molecule in hemodialysis (HD) setting had firstly reported in amyloid tissue from a femoral bone cyst in patient with the DRA by Bellotti’s group [2]. Then, we had identified this intermediate β2microglobulin (I-β2M) using with capillary electrophoresis (C.E) in serum not only from HD patients but also the chronic kidney disease (CKD) patients and healthy persons, then, we proposed "β2M shuttle hypothesis “ as amyloidogenic concept in clinical setting of HD [3,4]. This concept is based upon 5 evidences as follows:

1. A presence of I-β2M in serum,
2. Highly amyloidogenic variant, i.e. ⊿N6β2M as well as 92-99β2M found in the amyloid tissue, not in serum.
3. Aberrant I-β2M in post HD serum which is supposed to contain a part of interstitial fluid by rebound phenomenon,
4. Implication of glycosaminoglycan (GAGs) including heparin as promoting factors and
5. An alibi of amyloid β2M (Aβ2M) in serum.

We reviewed our concept herein again.

1) I-β2M; As confirmed with wildβ2M (Figure 1), β2M consist principally of 2 molecular components on C.E, i.e. one with major population of native molecule (N-β2M) and another with minor population of intermediate molecules ( 1-β2M ), in the body fluid. Proportion of N-/I-β2M in serum vary roughly from 5 to 10, but no difference can be seen among patients with CKD, HD patients and healthy persons. However, HD provoke a drastic conversion from N-β2M to I-β2M and, consequently, post HD serum at 1 hour later ,which is supposed to contain at part the interstitial β2M, showed various C.E profile among individual cases but mostly showed profile with increased proportion of I-β2M accompanied by subpopulations of more cathodic β2M( I'-β2M) as shown in Figure 2 [4].

As for molecular structure, I-β2M consists of species with partially unfolded C-terminal, which can refold reversibly to N-β2M. Whereas, I'-β2M is supposed to consist of species with more, but not completely, unfolded C-terminal, which might be unlikely to refold to N-β2M.

2) The unfolding of the C-terminal; The conformational variant with the unfolded C-terminal from 92Ile to 99Met had been firstly demonstrated by Stoppini et al. and we proved to be present in amyloid tissue with monoclonal antibody in 2005 [5,6]. Few years later, we had also confirmed that the C-terminal of ⊿N6β2M was completely unfolded as same as 92/99β2M [7]. In addition, we had showed “smoking gun” evidence that heparin could provoke the C-terminal unfolding in native β2M at clinical doses in HD setting, demonstrating causative implication of interstitial GAG molecules in the C-terminal unfolding of β2M because heparin is one of main GAG molecules as matrix substance in the interstitial space [8].
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3) △N6β2M; △N6β2M is a fragmental variant lacking 6 N-terminal amino acids which had been proved to be highly amyloidogenic and, therefore, be useful as model molecule for A-β2M [9]. △N6β2M had firstly reported to be found in amyloid tissue from patients with the carpal tunnel syndrome and considered to be a degradation product by protease from N-β2M or I-β2M in the amyloid tissue [9,10]. The amyloidogenicity of △N6β2M was directly proved by us using with the aptamer specific for △N6β2M [11].

4) An alibi of A-β2M in serum; Amyloid proteins is an ultimately unfolded conformer of physiological native proteins including β2M which is a pivotal component of MHC-I and the precursor protein of this amyloidosis. Thus far, any kind of amyloid protein have not been reported in serum in any kind of amyloidosis. Similarly, as for β2M, we had also denied a presence of both A-β2M and △N6β2M in serum from HD patients with LC/MS analysis as shown in Figure 3 [12]. However, charge state ions showed interesting differences between standard β2M (Sigma) and △N6β2M. Our study imply that amyloid protein must be formed in extravascular space and cannot transfer crossing vascular wall, and more importantly, cannot be cleared via the kidney or even dialysis.

5) β2M shuttle concept in development of the DRA (Figure 4); β2M, both N-β2M and I-β2M, is considered to shuttle almost freely at the start and the end of HD(b), and at 1hr after HD(c). (★) a peak on refolding, (#) a peak on more unfolding. [4]

Figure 2. CE profiles.

Figure 3. The m/z spectra of β2M, purified human urine β2M(Sigma) is centered at z=+7(a), △N6β2M is centered at z=+10 and uremic serum is centered at z=+8(c).
crossing over the vascular wall and the C-terminal of I-β2M in serum might be partially, not completely, unfolded. Whereas, in the interstitial space, there co-exist 3 kinds of β2M species, i.e., N-β2M, I-β2M and β2M92-99 with completely unfolded C-terminal, which might hard to refold into N-β2M. First, HD procedure, by itself, give rise to a conversion from N-β2M to I-β2M, both of which, then, undergo more unfolding at the C-terminal in the extravascular space, i.e. space rich of GAG molecules with SO3 moiety. Next, some I-β2M species interact with GAG to convert to β2M92-99, which can give rise to polymer and some I-β2M return into the vascular space and refold again to N-β2M [4].

In conclusion, β2M in serum exist ubiquitously at dynamic equilibrium between N-β2M and I-β2M with overwhelming predominance of N-β2M over Iβ2M. We believe that the presence of I-β2M with the unfolded C-terminal is “sine qua non” in development of the DRA, because a C-terminal unfolding could be also confirmed in the natural A-β2M, i.e., D76Nβ2M [8,13]. HD treatment provoke inevitably a drastic shift from N-β2M to I-β2M inside vascular wall and more unfolding at the C-terminal simultaneously outside of vascular wall. In addition, along with years of HD, the C-terminal of I-β2M transferred into the interstitial space have been becoming more unfolded and resulted in accumulation of β2M92-99, which lead to straightly a development of the DRA in the matrix space.
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